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What are the Role & Functions of Management 

Services ?
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Future Relevance ?

Skills
• Analytical Skills

• Communication

• Presentation

• Consultation

• Interviewing

• Negotiation

• Research

• Marketing & Selling

Core Functions
• Layout and Workflow

• BPR

• P&M

• Organisation Design/Structuring

• Work/Job Design

• Benchmarking

• Work Study

• Norms & Standards

• Work Organisation & Design

• Process Management

• Job Evaluation

• Establishment Determination

• JD’s

• Process Modelling

• Form Management

• Performance Management

• Policy & Strategy

• Organisational Change Management

Knowledge
• Creativity & Creative Problem Solving

• Report writing/ Technical Writing

• Facilitation

• Information Analysis

• Project Management

• Change Management

• Conflict Management

• Quantitative Models/ Decision Support

• Team Dynamics

• Mentorship and Coaching

• Profession of Management Service Consultancy

• Engaging effectively with Stakeholders



So how do we evolve…stay relevant…?



The ‘political economy’ tends to over-shadow the organisational psychology, but it does not 

have to. 

OD, after COVID-19, should shake itself up and acquire immediacy, relevance and 

value. After all, corruption, racism and nepotism all affect the functioning and 

effectiveness of organisations, which is the concern of I/O and OD.”

Dr Mbabane Organisational Development Conference 2022

Organisational development (OD) is the department that works most closely, and most strategically, with people. It has the 

power to change the entire culture of an organisation, and by implication through their own interactions internally to the 

workplace as well as externally through their private lives, thousands of South Africans. 

So what is stopping us to be the change we want to see……..

Everyday life gets to us and we feel that we cannot get on top of it through the likes of

• State capture and its repercussions

• Demise of State owned entities such as ESKOM, SAA, Denel, etc.

• Total dysfunctional municipalities

• And the list continues to grow



“The Industrial and Organisational Psychology field should not confine itself to the narrow ‘industrial 

performance’ and ‘individual effectiveness at work’ space, a legacy of the old/ 3rd industrial revolution. There 

are major, exogenous events that an Industrial and Organisational Psychologist should be able to deal with, 

such as corruption and the after-effects of the Zondo Commission on the performance of individuals, groups 

and organisations.

How does an I&O Psychologist deal with the collapse in governance and ethics in a company or a government 

department? Can Industrial and Organisational Psychology diagnose the root causes of municipal failure and 

ineffectiveness? Can it provide solutions to deal with the after-effects of the state capture of organisations? 

Can it diagnose corruption and its manifestations and assist a company to root it out? Are there valid, reliable 

and culture-fair instruments and scales that can be used to deal with these very real and serious challenges 

and problems that are destroying the SA society and economy?

If the answers to the above are negative, then the relevance and value of I/OP will continue to be debatable, 

particularly when serious global crises and national challenges are at stake.”

Dr Mbabane Organisational Development Conference 2022



The Industrial Revolutions (IR’s)

Where does it come from?



Coachman….

Weavers….

Once upon a time…..



1st

“Mechanization”



“Electrical Revolution”

2nd



“Electronic Revolution”
“Internet Revolution”

3rd



Manufacturing Operations Management, Quality and Aerospace Talk

“Smart Manufacturing Revolution”
“Cyber Physical Revolution”

Into the future

4th



A glimpse into what’s next…



4IR is….

o Digital 

o Entrepreneurial

o Innovative

o Disruptive

o Evolving at an exponential rather than a linear pace.



What is the Fourth Industrial Revolution?

The fourth industrial revolution is the current and 

developing environment in which disruptive technologies 

and trends such as the Internet of Things (IoT), robotics, 

Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR) and Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) are changing the way we live and work.

2020science.org



What is the Fourth Industrial Revolution?

2020science.org

According to….

World Economic Forum (WEF)

Final\World Economic Forum Centre for the Fourth 

Industrial Revolution Network.mp4

Final/World Economic Forum Centre for the Fourth Industrial Revolution Network.mp4




With this 4IR and its AI, AR, Robotics and IoT, the challenge for Africa is providing 
its youth with the knowledge and skills needed for the emerging world of work. 

The continent has one-fifth of the world’s population aged under 25 and a 
working-age population that could reach 600m by 2030 - the largest in the 
world, and 

The youth will form 37 % of that population (more than in China)

With the right education, training and job-creating policies, this fast-growing 
population could be a great asset for socio-economic transformation



Preparing/ Participating in the 4IR

o Leaders from business, government, civil society and the education sector MUST all 
be involved 

o Preparing for what the 4IR will bring tomorrow must begin with education today

o How should we educate tomorrow’s citizens and leaders to innovate and 

capitalize on unforeseen opportunities?

o Universities are society’s main institutions for educating tomorrow’s leaders in large 
part for their continuing role in shaping future technology by being the testbeds for 
innovation and educating future generations.



Where is South Africa in 4IR?



Where is South Africa in 4IR?

o Presidential Review Committee (PRC)



Where is South Africa in 4IR?
PC4IR 

workstreams

https://www.gov.za/documents/report-presidential-review-committee-prc-state-owned-entities-soes

https://www.gov.za/documents/report-presidential-review-committee-prc-state-owned-entities-soes


We do have a 4IR Centre 

http://www.c4ir.co.za

http://www.c4ir.co.za/




But while AI could be seen as a threat, the 

World Economic Forum’s research says it 

will create more jobs than it replaces. 



What work will look like in 2030 and beyond…..



So, how can organizations thrive in the age of the 4IR? 

Develop Technology AND People

1) Talent attraction and engagement

2) Upskilling and reskilling

3) Strengthening supply networks

Tool manufacturer Stanley Black & Decker for example, hosts local high school teachers during 

the summer holiday break. By working with those teaching subjects related to its industry, it can 

support workplace learning by providing direct experience about trends, skill requirements, new 

technologies and opportunities. 

https://www.weforum.org/whitepapers/a-global-standard-for-lifelong-learning-and-worker-engagement-to-support-advanced-manufacturing


Most in-demand Skills for the Future of Work

McKinsey Global Institute’s research report has highlighted the top three skill sets workers will need 

to secure the best careers for the future. These most in demand skills for the future are:

• Higher cognitive- These include advanced literacy and writing, critical thinking, and quantitative 

analysis and statistical skills. Doctors, accountants, research analysts, and writers use these.

• Social and emotional- These include advanced communication, empathy, to be adaptable, and 

the ability to learn continuously. Business development, programming, and counselling require 

these skills. These jobs are also amongst the best careers for the next ten years.

• Technological- This includes everything from basic to advanced IT skills, data analysis, and 

engineering. These future skills are likely to be the most highly paid.

Source: https://www.simplilearn.com/future-of-work-article#four_possible_worlds_of_work_in_2030

https://www.simplilearn.com/future-of-work-article#four_possible_worlds_of_work_in_2030


1. There Will Be “Places to Work”- The best workplaces will have different quiet areas 

so that workers have choices to where they want to work, eliminating assigned seating 

altogether.

2. Smaller Individual Organizations- There will be smaller corporations. With so much 

opportunity for collaborations, there will be no need to build a costly big business. 

3. Less Hierarchy- Everyone will be a leader. Work will thrive in teams, not with 

dictators.

4. Big Emphasis on Wellness- Offices will be much healthier environments, whether 

that’s good lighting, relaxation areas, sleeping rooms, music, pets at work, etc.

5. Need For a “Chief of Work” Role- The Chief of Work will set the culture in the 

organization. This role could also feature amongst the best jobs for the future. 

What Job Roles Will Look Like In 10 Years 
– according to Genesis



6. Flexible Floor Plans- When workers arrive at their office building, wearable 

devices will let them know what floor to go to, that can be changed based on 

sensor data.

7. Goodbye, Desk- There won’t be any physical desks; employees will just park 

themselves anywhere and have a simulated office before their eyes.

8. Your Robot Assistant- All workers at all levels will be using robotic helpers in 

the future like Siri or Alexa, to sort through incoming email, schedule meetings, 

create spreadsheets, etc.

9. Smarter Brainstorming- Most meetings will take place between different 

groups of workers in multiple locations, allowing seamless sharing of ideas and 

brainstorming across time zones.

10. The Virtual Water Cooler- Informal get-togethers will take place via virtual 

and augmented reality headsets. 

What Job Roles Will Look Like In 10 Years 
– according to Genesis



Top Future Jobs in 2030

Analyzing the major technological and business trends today, Cognizant and ZDNet propose the best jobs/careers 

to emerge over the next 10 years will include:

1. Virtual Store Sherpa- will focus on customer satisfaction through virtually advising customers using the 

knowledge of the product line.

2. Personal Data Broker- will ensure consumers receive revenue from their data. The broker will establish prices 

and execute trades.

3. Personal Memory Curator- will consult with patients and stakeholders to generate specifications for virtual reality 

experiences.

4. Augmented Reality Journey Builder- will collaborate with talented engineers and technical artists to develop 

vital elements for clients.

5. Highway Controller- will monitor automated road and air space management systems to ensure no errors occur.

https://www.cognizant.com/whitepapers/21-jobs-of-the-future-a-guide-to-getting-and-staying-employed-over-the-next-10-years-codex3049.pdf
https://www.zdnet.com/article/top-20-most-popular-future-jobs-of-2030-vertical-farmer-limb-maker-waste-data-handler-narrowcaster/


Top Future Jobs in 2030

Analyzing the major technological and business trends today, Cognizant and ZDNet propose the 

best jobs/careers to emerge over the next 10 years will include:

6. Body part maker- will create living body parts for athletes and soldiers.

7. Nano-medic- will transform healthcare.

8. GM or recombinant farmer- will transform farming and livestock.

9. Elderly wellness consultant- will cater to the physical and mental needs of the elderly.

10. Memory augmentation surgeon- will boost patients' memory when it hits capacity.

11. 'New science' ethicist- will ford the river of progress.

12. Space pilots, tour guides, and architects- will allow pilots, tour guides, and architects to live 

in lunar outposts.

https://www.cognizant.com/whitepapers/21-jobs-of-the-future-a-guide-to-getting-and-staying-employed-over-the-next-10-years-codex3049.pdf
https://www.zdnet.com/article/top-20-most-popular-future-jobs-of-2030-vertical-farmer-limb-maker-waste-data-handler-narrowcaster/


How to prepare for the future of the workforce in 2030: key trends and strategies

1. The connected workforce

“The future is not fully remote, and it is not even hybrid; the future is 

flexible! People want flexibility, and they want to work for leaders 

that trust them and leaders that they can trust.” – Jan Tegze, the 

author of “Full-Stack Recruiter”, recruiting and sourcing expert

2. The chameleon workforce

We estimate that about 30% of the jobs would not be necessary within ten years anymore and another 50% would 

change significantly. At the same time, new jobs will evolve. For instance, in just between 2020-2021, 316 new jobs 

have evolved.

3. The socio-digital workforce

The fourth industrial revolution is digital, so the need to increase the general digital savviness of the 

workforce becomes imminent.



However, Sometimes all of this is irrelevant……

Entrepreneurs always sees opportunity



If you can't fly, then RUN. 
If you can't run, then WALK. 

If you can't walk, then CRAWL.

But whatever you do,

YOU HAVE TO KEEP MOVING.

Martin Luther King, Jr. – Civil Rights Activist and Pastor







• The 4IR Page of University of Johannesburg

https://universityofjohannesburg.us/4ir/

• The Fourth Industrial Revolution 4IR for South Africa

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4Q_7CYfv0c

• World Economic Forum – Strategic Intelligence

https://intelligence.weforum.org/topics/a1Gb0000000pTCWEA2

https://intelligence.weforum.org/tm_loop_v3.webm

Sources and Resources

https://universityofjohannesburg.us/4ir/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4Q_7CYfv0c
https://intelligence.weforum.org/topics/a1Gb0000000pTCWEA2
https://intelligence.weforum.org/tm_loop_v3.webm


• https://www.gov.za/documents/report-presidential-review-committee-prc-
state-owned-entities-soes 

• http://www.saimas.org.za/

• https://youtu.be/d0DMFadnioo

• https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=
rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjW6ZfxrLP6AhXGUMAKHQp3AeIQFnoECBgQAQ&u
rl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.za%2Fdocuments%2Freport-presidential-
commission-4th-industrial-revolution-23-oct-2020-
0000&usg=AOvVaw1MwEakqy3lkGVIv_2ubeFd

• https://www.mouser.co.za/industrial5-infographic/

Sources and Resources

http://www.saimas.org.za/
http://www.saimas.org.za/
https://youtu.be/d0DMFadnioo
https://www.mouser.co.za/industrial5-infographic/

